PROCEDURES FOR RUNNING A REPORT OF TITLES “NOT PURCHASED” FROM THE ALLIANCE

To run a “Not Purchased” report for the Alliance, you will need to open the Search menu and click on “Consortial Titles.”
To see a list of titles not purchased by the consortium, you should mark the button next to “Titles not acquired by consortium”. You can refine the search further by selecting date range, LC class range, publisher, interdisciplinary topic, etc. One note: If you want to include Popular, Basic Studies and Juvenile content levels, you will need to mark those you would like.
I ran a search of all titles not bought in the PNs since the beginning of the year. I did not include PROF, Basic Studies or Juvenile titles and excluded eBooks. This gave me a set of 133 titles. You can use this list as is or you can use some of the sort options. The sort function is found under the Filter above the GOBI record. If you click on where it says “Sorted by” you will be given a list of sort options. I would suggest sorting by LC classification or quantity sold. Quantity sold will list the best sellers for all of YBP.

Jenny Hudson, YBP, March 2009